Genuine accessories: Hitch rack

Assembly instructions

1-Identify all parts, you will also need a 13/17 mm wrench and pliers or a ratcheted socket wrench.

A-Rear section
B- Front section
C- Rack support
D- Rack connector
E- Wheel holders
F- Locking pin
G- Bolt for connector/support (3.54” long)
H- Nut for connector/support bolt
I- 2.5”- long bolts for main assembly
J- Nuts for main assembly
K- Wheel straps

1-Attach the wheel holders (E) to the rear section (A), one on each side, use a total of 3 bolts and 3 nuts per side. Use the 13 mm wrench and the pliers or a socket head die to hold the nut.
3-Attach the rack support (c) to the rear section subassembly, use a total of 6 bolts and nuts to secure all parts.

4-Connect the front section (B) to the new subassembly using a total of 6 bolts and nuts to secure all parts together.

5-Attach the rack connector (D) to the assembled rack: Insert the bolt (G) in the hole as shown in the picture (1) and secure with the nut (H).

Insert the locking pin on the hole (2). Remove the locking pin to fold the rack when not in use and put back the pin to hold the folded position.

6- Use the wheel straps (K) to secure your Caddy trike to the rack.

Comments or questions:
Shoot us an email to support@emojobike.com